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Sample characterization 

The prepared samples were characterized by the resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) 
technique at the actinide 5d edges as described in [1, 2]. The 5f-5f excitation profiles in the 
RIXS spectra were measured at a number of incident photon energies that revealed dominant 
U(IV), Np(IV) and Pu(IV) patterns, respectively. No significant contributions of other 
oxidation states of U, Np and Pu were identified. For the UO2 and PuO2 samples, the RIXS 
spectra were also found to be similar to those of UO2 and PuO2 single crystals. 

The RIXS data from the NpO2 sample used in this work are shown in Fig. S-1. The energy of 
the incident photons was tuned to the so-called pre-threshold structure in the Np 5d x-ray 
absorption spectrum. In this energy region, the RIXS cross-section for the 5f-5f transitions is 
enhanced. The energy losses of the RIXS structures in Fig. S-1 are in agreement with the 
energies of the 5f-5f transitions in the Np(IV) systems measured by optical absorption 
spectroscopy [3, 4]. 

 

Figure S-1. RIXS spectra of the NpO2 sample recorded at a number of incident-photon 
energies at the Np 5d edge (lines with markers) along with the results of the atomic multiplet 
calculations (solid lines and poles) for the Np(IV) ion.  

The RIXS data in Fig. S-1 are compared with the results of the atomic multiplet calculations 
for the Np(IV) ion  which were done as described in [1, 5]. The calculations were performed 
for the route 5f3 → 5d95f4 → 5f3, where the ground and final state configurations of the 
spectroscopic process are the same. The autoionization  of the  intermediate 5d95f4 states into 
the 5f2εg states of the g continuum was also taken into account in the calculations.  



The calculated spectra show slight differences in the energy position for some RIXS 
structures when compared to the experimental spectra. This is likely due to the influence of 
the crystal field interaction and/or the Np 5f - O 2p hybridization which were not taken into 
account in the calculations. Nevertheless, the calculations account for the RIXS behavior and 
reproduce the RIXS dependence on the excitation energy. 

In addition, the RIXS profiles of the actinide 5f ‒ O 2p  charge-transfer excitations were found 
to be in agreement with the shape of the O 2p band in stoichiometric actinide dioxides 
measured with ultraviolet (UPS) and x-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopy.  

Fig. S-2 compares the RIXS spectrum of our NpO2 sample recorded at the excitation energy 
set to the main Np 5d x-ray absorption edge with the UPS [6] and XPS [7] spectra of NpO2. 
The elastic peak was subtracted from this x-ray scattering spectrum by fitting it to the Voigt 
profile. At the applied excitation energy, the RIXS cross-section  is enhanced for the Np 5f ‒ 
O 2p charge-transfer transitions which appear in the energy-loss (or binding energy) range 
between 4 and 10 eV (see Fig. S-2). The profile of the Np 5f ‒ O 2p charge-transfer 
excitations is expected to follow the shape of the O 2p band. Indeed, it is in good agreement 
with the O 2p band of stoichiometric NpO2 measured by UPS [6] and XPS [7]. 

 

Figure S-2. The RIXS spectrum of the NpO2 sample (recorded at the excitation energy of 
118.5 eV) without the elastic peak, which has been subtracted, together with the UPS [6] and 
XPS [7] spectra of stoichiometric NpO2. 

It is interesting to note that the binding energies of the main XPS peak and the corresponding 
peak in the UPS spectrum which represent the 5f contribution are different from those of the 
main 5f-5f transitions in the RIXS spectrum. This is one more indication of the localized 
character of the 5f states in NpO2, such that an electronic hole in the 5f shell after the removal 
of a 5f electron in the final state of the photoemission process is not effectively screened. 
Thus, the 5f contribution is mainly represented by the states of the 5f2 configuration. On the 
other hand, the O 2p states are rather delocalized and the photoemission hole in the O 2p band 



is effectively screened, thus allowing measurement of the ground-state O 2p density of states 
by photoemission spectroscopy. 

In comparison with stoichiometric NpO2, the so-called NpO2-x sample showed besides the 
Np(IV) 5f-5f RIXS pattern, both an enhanced elastic x-ray scattering peak and enhanced 
spectral weight in the ~0-1 eV energy-loss (binding-energy) range (see Fig. S-3). The 
enhanced elastic peak can be an indication of some metallicity of the studied sample (in 
metallic systems the elastic peak in x-ray scattering at low energies is always significantly 
higher than that in insulators). The enhanced RIXS spectral weight in the in the ~0-1 eV 
binding-energy range can be interpreted as a contribution of the delocalized 5f states from 
metallic Np, that are mainly concentrated in this energy range as illustrated by the UPS 
spectrum in Fig. S-3. The RIXS contribution of other Np species, such as Np2O3, would 
manifest in 5f4 multiplet transitions since the Np 5f states are expected to be localized in such 
species. 

 

Figure S-3. RIXS spectra from the NpO2 and NpO2-x samples compared with the UPS spectra 
[6] of NpO2 and Np metal. 

Our samples of actinide dioxides showed stability in vacuum and did not reveal any radiation 
damage which were controlled by the repeated x-ray absorption (XAS) and RIXS 
measurements at the same energy of the incident photons. No changes in the spectral shapes 
were observed during a week of beamtime. On the other hand, radiation damage was observed 
for the UO3 sample by the appearance of 5f-5f transitions in the RIXS spectra at the U 5d edge 
which are not expected for a formally 5f0 system, such as U(VI). Therefore, the data for UO3 
were recorded in a scanning mode in which the x-ray beam was moved across the sample. 

LDA+U Calculations 

The effects due to the surface termination were neglected in the band-structure calculations, 
which employed the local-density-approximation with an added 5f-5f  Coulomb interaction 
(LDA+U). For x-ray energies used in this work, the penetration depth of the photons in 



studied actinide oxides is around 400 nm [8] while the escape depth of electrons is more than 
5 nm (e.g. Ref. 9), i.e. more than 10 unit-cells in depth. Therefore, in both total electron yield 
(TEY) and total fluorescence yield (TFY) methods used in this work, the surface non-
stoichiometry does not contribute significantly to the recorded spectra. This is also supported 
by the fair agreement between the obtained experimental data with the results from the 
electronic structure calculations for the bulk. 

In Fig. S-4, the LDA+U-calculated density of states (DOS) of γ-UO3 is displayed. One of the 
important things to notice is the almost even spread of the f, d, and p DOS over the ~2.4-5 eV 
range in contrast to UO2 where the centroids of the f and d bands are separated in this energy 
range [10]. Such a DOS behavior in UO3 is an indication of stronger hybridization of the U 5f, 
6d and O 2p states. 

 

Figure S-4. Calculated DOS of γ-UO3 from the LDA+U method. 
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